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SHORT REPORT
On the distinction between regular and irregular inflectional morphology:
Evidence from Dinka
D. ROBERT LADD BERT REMIJSEN CAGUOR ADONG MANYANG
University of Edinburgh University of Edinburgh University of Bahr El Ghazal
Discussions of the psycholinguistic significance of regularity in inflectional morphology gener-
ally deal with languages in which regular forms can be clearly identified and revolve around
whether there are distinct processing mechanisms for regular and irregular forms. We present a
detailed description of Dinka’s notoriously irregular noun number inflection and suggest that no
pattern can usefully be designated as regular. Psycholinguistic studies of Dinka would make a
valuable contribution to our understanding of inflectional morphology crosslinguistically.*
Keywords: Dinka, Nilotic, dual-route hypothesis, number marking, irregular morphology, supra-
segmentals
1. INTRODUCTION. Discussion of the acquisition and processing of inflectional mor-
phology has for some time been dominated by a debate over the relation between
regular and irregular forms. According to the ‘dual-route’ hypothesis (e.g. Pinker 1999,
Pinker & Ullman 2002), there are two separate processing mechanisms, one based
on the productive application of rules and the other based on lookup of stored forms
in the mental lexicon. There are stronger and weaker versions of this view, but all
presuppose that regular forms are normally parsed into, and assembled from, their
component parts, while irregular forms are normally stored whole in the lexicon. The
opposing view, based originally on connectionist modeling (beginning with Rumel-
hart & McClelland 1986; for more current reviews see McClelland & Patterson 2002
and Baayen 2007), holds that all morphological acquisition and processing is based on
the development of associations between morphologically related forms, and that the
strength of the associations depends on a large number of factors, including the fre-
quency of the forms and the frequency of the patterns involved. In between these two
extremes lies a range of empirical studies of morphological acquisition and processing,
which argue in various ways that regularity is a matter of degree. For example, the
work of Ravid and colleagues (e.g. Laaha et al. 2006 on noun plurals in German,
Ravid & Schiff 2009 on noun plurals in Hebrew) is based on a two-dimensional charac-
terization of regularity, involving degrees of ‘suffix regularity’ and ‘stem change’, and
shows that such a description is consistent with many findings about how morphology
is acquired. Albright’s work (2002) on subregularities in Italian verb morphology sug-
gests that there are ‘islands of reliability’ within the set of irregular forms in any given
system, and that speakers are able to make productive use of these subregularities.
What all this work shares, however—in addition to being based largely on well-
studied languages—is the assumption that it is possible to distinguish regular and
irregular (or more regular and less regular) inflection. Even work that explicitly argues
for a gradient conception of regularity (like that of Ravid and colleagues), or connec-
* This research was sponsored primarily by the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council (research grant
no. MRG-AN11781/APN19394 to the University of Edinburgh). The involvement of Caguor Adong Manyang
was made possible by a Small Research Grant (no. 39265) from the British Academy. The research also
forms part of Ladd’s project ‘Simultaneous and sequential structure in language’, supported by a Leverhulme
Individual Research Fellowship. We gratefully acknowledge this support. An earlier version of this short
report was presented at the 15th Manchester Phonology Meeting in 2007.
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tionist work that seeks to explain regularity without any special mechanisms, takes the
notion of regularity itself for granted. In this short report we present data from the noun
number-marking system of Dinka, which make it appear entirely possible for a rich
inflectional system not to have any patterns that can be identified as regular at all. We
briefly consider the potential implications of this for theories of morphological acquisi-
tion and processing.
1.1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON DINKA. Dinka is a Western Nilotic language
within the Nilo-Saharan family, spoken by more than two million speakers (Gordon
2005). The Dinka homeland is along the banks of the White Nile and its tributaries in
Southern Sudan, but there are now large communities in Khartoum and in other coun-
tries as well. A description of the Dinka sound system (Agar dialect) can be found in
Andersen 1987. Dinka is of particular phonological interest because of its rich supraseg-
mental system, which includes independent distinctions of tone, vowel length, and
voice quality. The dialect represented here (Luanyjang, part of the Rek dialect cluster)
has four tonemes (Remijsen & Ladd 2008), three degrees of vowel length (Remijsen &
Gilley 2008), and a two-way distinction of voice quality (breathy vs. modal or creaky)
(Remijsen & Manyang 2009); the facts about other dialects (many of which are essen-
tially undocumented) differ in detail but are broadly similar.
Both the verb and the noun systems of Dinka involve rich inflectional paradigms
(see Andersen 1993 and 2002, respectively). For example, Dinka transitive verbs appear
in a range of inflected forms, marking tense, person, number, valence (active, passive,
nontopical subject, intransitive), direction (centripetal, centrifugal), and modality (nega-
tion). Illustrations are given in Table 1. As can be seen from these illustrations, verb
inflections are marked primarily by stem-internal changes, affecting length, tone, vowel
height, and voice quality. In contrast to the situation familiar from English and many
other languages (Bybee & Newman 1995), these stem-internal inflections are regular
within classes. For example, first-singular formation invariably involves vowel lowering
in transitive verb stems, unless the stem vowel is /a/, which cannot lower further.
finite (topical subject) -leˇel finite (topical subj., intrans.) -le`umlautsubscriptel
finite (nontopical subj.) -le´eel finite passive -leˆel
finite 1st singular -lε`εεl inf. past (topical subj.) le´eel
finite 2nd singular -le´el inf. past (nontopical subj.) le`eel
finite 3rd singular -le`eel inf. passive past leˇeel
finite 1st plural -le`el-ku´umlautsubscript inf. negation le`el
finite 2nd plural -lε`εl-kı´umlautsubscript inf. passive past leˇeel
finite 3rd plural -le`el-kı´umlautsubscript deverbal noun lεˆumlautsubscriptεl
TABLE 1. Inflections of a transitive Dinka verb, illustrated by /leel/ ‘to challenge’.
Dinka’s stem-internal inflectional system has developed out of a suffix-based system,
which can still be witnessed in more conservative sister languages such as Pa¨ri (Ander-
sen 1990). As a result of processes such as compensatory lengthening and the reassocia-
tion of tones, the marking of inflectional distinctions in Dinka has been transferred
from suffixes to the stem. The relation between the original suffixes and stem-internal
marking is illustrated in 1, from Andersen 1990:16–17.1
1 While the Pa¨ri examples come from Andersen 1990, the transcriptions for the Dinka forms come from
our own data, representing the Luanyjang dialect on which our own study is based.
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(1) SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATIONS OF QUALITY EXAMPLES GLOSS
Pa¨ri Dinka Pa¨ri Dinka
CVC CVC pì´« pı`« ‘land’
CVC-V CVVC cì`√-:` cıˇin ‘hand’
CVVC CVVC «a`a√ «a´a√ ‘crocodile’
CVVC-V CVVVC cı´in-o` cı`umlautsubscriptiin ‘intestine’
The loss of suffixes seems to have driven the development of Dinka’s three-way
distinction of vowel length (Remijsen & Gilley 2008). Also as a result of the loss of
suffixes, Dinka words are predominantly monosyllabic.
1.2. NUMBER MARKING ON DINKA NOUNS. The Nilo-Saharan languages are well known
for the complexity of their nominal morphology (Welmers 1973:23, Dimmendaal 2000).
Among other things, number marking is semantically more complex than in many other
languages, in that singular is not always unmarked. Nouns referring to things that are
typically encountered in masses, sets, or pairs (e.g. grass, ants, fingers, or eyes) are
often unmarked in the plural, and in many Nilo-Saharan languages are marked by an
affix in the singular. Nouns referring to things that are typically encountered as counta-
ble individuals (e.g. chief, river, cattle camp) are often unmarked in the singular, and
appear with an affix in the plural. The semantic basis of the system is thus related to
the distinction between mass and count nouns found in many other languages. As with
noun-class systems everywhere, however, it is not always easy to detect a semantic
basis for the morphological treatment of any given noun; moreover, there is a third
group of nouns that has affixes for number in BOTH the singular and the plural. This
‘tripartite’ number-marking system is found across the Nilo-Saharan language family
(Dimmendaal 2000); this is illustrated in 2 with examples from Anywa taken from Reh
1999, cited in Storch 2005:226ff.
(2) tripartite number marking in Anywa
SINGULAR PLURAL GLOSS
cε`n-:` cε√ ‘hand’ (marked singular)
ε`c ı´d -ı´ ‘belly’ (marked plural)
tu´u´-o´ tu`u`-e` ‘palm tree’ (both singular and plural marked)
In Dinka, number inflection involves the tripartite system just outlined to at least
some extent; in addition, nouns are inflected for locative case, and to signal the presence
of a modifier (Andersen 2002). As explained in the previous section, however, Dinka
has lost most of its suffixes, and number marking that is signaled by an affix in a
typical Nilo-Saharan language often involves a longer vowel in Dinka. The Dinka
words that correspond to the Anywa examples just given are shown in 3.
(3) tripartite number marking in Dinka
SINGULAR PLURAL GLOSS
cıˇin cı`n ‘hand’ (marked singular)
jε´umlautsubscriptεc je`umlautsubscripteec ‘belly’ (marked plural)
tu`umlautsubscriptuk tu´umlautsubscriptuk ‘fruit of palm’ (both singular and plural marked)
More generally, number marking in Dinka involves the same stem-internal processes
found in the verb morphology, namely changes in tone, vowel quality, voice quality,
and the nature of the coda consonant. Unlike the verb morphology, though, where the
patterns of modification are quite fixed (as in the example of first-singular formation
above), no obvious generalizations hold for number marking on nouns. The only gener-
alization with any degree of validity is the one involving vowel length just described,
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which seems to hold across a substantial proportion of nouns.2 None of the other stem-
internal phonological dimensions involved in marking number, however, appear to
show any such predictability.
The range of variation is illustrated in 4. Number can be marked by the change of
a single phonological parameter, for example, tone in 4a or vowel length in 4b. In 4c,d,
the difference between singular and plural is marked by changes in both vowel length
and tone—but different changes in the two cases. In 4e,f, three parameters are
involved—tone, vowel height, and breaking or diphthongization in 4e, and tone, vowel
length, and voice quality in 4f. Finally, the examples in 4g,h illustrate cases involving
four changes: vowel length, tone, vowel height, and voice quality in 4g, and tone, vowel
height, voice quality, and the coda consonant in 4h.
(4) SINGULAR PLURAL GLOSS
a. pı`umlautsubscriptic pı´umlautsubscriptic ‘stirring stick’
b. bıˆumlautsubscript« bıˆumlautsubscriptii« ‘cup’
c. ba´umlautsubscript« baˆumlautsubscripta« ‘chief’
d. no`oon no´on ‘grass’
e. tı´il tjε`εl ‘thistle’
f. waˇumlautsubscriptal wa`l ‘plant’
g. lwa´k lweˇumlautsubscriptek ‘cattle byre’
h. r:´:w ro`umlautsubscriptot ‘hippo’
The examples in 4 are not isolated exceptions, but are typical of Dinka number
inflection, suggesting that there may be no regular way to mark number in Dinka at
all—in other words, no group or class of nouns that can be treated as ‘regular’. This
short report summarizes a detailed investigation of this possibility. We aimed to answer
two specific questions: First, what combinations of phonological parameters are in-
volved in the marking of number in Dinka nouns, and how many such combinations are
there? Second, are there any obvious subregularities or conditioning factors determining
which combination is used in any given case, and is there any evidence for a default
choice?
2. THE STUDY.
2.1. DATASET. For 400 Dinka nouns, we collected both the singular and the plural
forms. This is not an entirely trivial task, in part because of the phonetic nature of the
distinctions involved. The three-way length distinction can be difficult to hear in isola-
tion; one of the tonal distinctions is neutralized or nearly neutralized in citation form
(Remijsen & Ladd 2008); there are allophonic interactions of voice quality and vowel
quality (Remijsen & Manyang 2009); and in the still-developing orthography the supra-
segmental distinctions are represented inadequately or not at all. Consequently we took
great care to be sure that the forms we report are correct, putting words in different
sentence contexts and carrying out instrumental acoustic measurements where neces-
sary, and we are confident that the data can be considered reliable. As noted above,
the dialect under study is Luanyjang Dinka, the sound system of which is familiar to
us from several studies carried out in conjunction with the work reported here (Remij-
sen & Gilley 2008, Remijsen & Ladd 2008, Remijsen & Manyang 2009). The data are
2 It is important, though, not to exaggerate the extent of the semantic regularity. Among animal names,
for example, there are cases in which names of animals typically encountered in herds or groups show a
longer vowel in the plural (e.g. /kε`εw/kε`εεt/ ‘[kind of] gazelle.SG/PL’) and names of typically solitary
animals show a longer vowel in the singular (e.g. /kjεˇεt/kı´t/ ‘scorpion.SG/PL’).
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based on the speech of the third author, but have been checked for consistency with
other speakers in Khartoum; for only ten nouns out of the 400 was there any variability.
The complete dataset can be accessed at http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/nilotic/nounnumber_
dataset.pdf.
The set of nouns investigated includes (i) 312 native monosyllabic words,3 which
are characteristic of the great majority of the Dinka lexicon; (ii) sixty-one native polysyl-
labic but monomorphemic words, which invariably begin with /a-/;4 (iii) seventeen
examples of nominalizations and other morphologically complex nouns; and (iv) ten
fairly recent loanwords. For each of these nouns we coded the phonological parameters
that distinguish singular from plural. For example, for /lwa´k/ vs. /lweˇumlautsubscriptek/ ‘cattle byre.SG/
PL’, we report differences in vowel height, vowel length, voice quality, and tone. Alto-
gether we recorded differences in seven phonological parameters. For four of these
parameters (VOWEL HEIGHT, VOWEL BACKNESS, VOICE QUALITY, and VOWEL BREAKING5),
we recorded only whether the parameter differs or not between singular and plural.6
For the other three parameters (VOWEL LENGTH, TONE, and CODA CONSONANT), we
recorded specific types of difference. For vowel length, we recorded whether there was
a change of one degree (between short /V/ and medium /VV/ or between medium
/VV/ and long /VVV/) or two (between short /V/ and long /VVV/); for tone we recorded
the identity of the two tonemes involved, since all six possible pairs of tonemes are
represented in the range of tone changes we recorded; for coda consonant we distinguish
between alternations involving /t/ and all other alternations. The complete coding
scheme is as given in 5.
(5) PARAMETER DEGREES OR TYPES
Vowel length 3 (same, different by 1 degree, different by 2 degrees)7
Tone 7 (same, L  H, L  HL, L  LH, H  HL, H  LH,
HL  LH)
Coda 3 (same, C  t, other difference)
Vowel height 2 (same, different)
Vowel backness 2 (same, different)
Breaking 2 (same, different)
Voice quality 2 (same, different)
3 More accurately, the native monosyllables under investigation include 312 singular-plural pairs. The
sample contains eight singulars (words meaning ‘child’, ‘boy’, ‘girl’, ‘woman’, ‘man’, ‘cow’, ‘bull’, and
‘goat’) that have two semantically distinct plurals, one referring to countable individuals (here abbreviated
PL) and one referring to a collective (here abbreviated UNC); these were counted as sixteen distinct singular-
plural pairs rather than eight lexical items.
4 Counted as monosyllabic rather than polysyllabic are two words involving reduplication, one in the
plural only (/tjε`umlautsubscriptεk/ vs. /tjεumlautsubscriptεktjε`umlautsubscriptεk/ ‘marriage.SG/PL’) and one in both singular and plural (/jaumlautsubscriptkja`umlautsubscriptak/ vs.
/j:umlautsubscriptkj:`umlautsubscript::k/ ‘lung.SG/PL’).
5 We use the term ‘breaking’ to refer to an alternation in which one of the forms has a semivowel /j/ or
/w/ between the onset consonant and the vowel, as in 4e above.
6 In treating vowel height in this way, we ignore the extent of the difference in height, for example, one
degree, as in /i/ to /e/, or two degrees, as in /i/ to /ε/. In this we follow Andersen (1993, 2002), who suggests
that the number of degrees of vowel height involved in the change is predictable from the absence (one
degree) or presence (two degrees) of vowel breaking. Our dataset actually shows a few exceptions to this
generalization, but they are so few that they did not seem to warrant complicating our data coding.
7 In one segmental context, namely when the coda is /r/, medium (/VV/) vowels do not occur. Alternations
between short (/V/) and long (/VVV/) in this context were coded as involving a single degree of vowel
length. For further detail on vowel length before coda /r/ see Remijsen & Gilley 2008, Remijsen & Manyang
2009.
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Note that in the first instance we are concerned only with DIFFERENCES between singular
and plural; we make no assumption about which form is unmarked and which is marked,
because of the general nature of Nilo-Saharan number morphology noted earlier. That
is, our coding is neutral with regard to the direction of the difference, and, for example,
a difference in vowel length between short /V/ and medium /VV/ is coded as a difference
of one degree of vowel length regardless of which vowel length occurs in the singular
form and which in the plural. However, we return to this point in §2.4 below.
2.2. NATIVE MONOSYLLABIC NOUNS. Here we consider 307 native monosyllabic
nouns.8 Within this set, we found eighty-one different combinations of the above-
mentioned parameters. There is great variation in the extent to which the various param-
eters are involved: a difference in tone is involved in the marking of number for 85%
of these nouns, whereas vowel backness differs only for 1%. The values for the other
parameters lie between these extremes: 71% for vowel length; 49% for vowel height,
21% for vowel breaking, and 11% for both voice quality and coda consonant. The ten
most frequent combinations of parameter differences are shown in Table 2.
PATTERN % N
1. Length (1), Tone (L  H) 12.0 37
2. Tone (L  H) 6.8 21
3. Length (1), Tone (L  LH) 6.5 20
4. Height, Length (1), Tone (L  H), Breaking 6.2 19
5. Length (1), Tone (L  HL) 5.2 16
6. Height, Length (1), Tone (L  H) 4.2 13
7. Height 3.6 11
8. Height, Tone (L  H), Breaking 3.2 10
9. Height, Length (1), Tone (L  LH) 3.2 10
10. Length (1), Tone (H  LH) 2.9 9
TABLE 2. The most common patterns of number marking for native monosyllabic nouns
in Luanyjang Dinka, with percentage and number of cases.
As seen from Table 2, combinations of length, tone, and height differences are
particularly common. These ten most frequent combinations account for 57% of the
set of native monosyllabic nouns. The patterns involved in the marking of number in
the remainder of these nouns are represented by between one and eight cases.
2.3. NATIVE POLYSYLLABIC NOUNS. Among native stems, the pattern /a(CV)CV(V)
(V)C/ is the only polysyllabic noun template (see Andersen 1987, Storch 2005:168).
The initial vowel may have a derivational origin, but synchronically it is part of the
stem, and the words can be considered monomorphemic. Tone is specified only on the
final syllable (Remijsen & Ladd 2008:195–96) and only the final syllable is involved
in stem-internal inflectional changes. Three examples are presented in 6.
(6) SINGULAR PLURAL
a. a«woˇol a«o´l ‘maize’
b. a«iumlautsubscriptkoˇumlautsubscriptol a«iumlautsubscriptko`umlautsubscriptool ‘story’
c. atjeˆumlautsubscriptep atı`umlautsubscriptiip ‘shelter’
8 Of the original set of 312, we exclude from consideration five that may be said to involve suppletion,
in which singular and plural differ in onset consonant as well as in other ways, namely /tı`ik/ vs. /dja`umlautsubscriptaar/
‘woman, wife.SG/PL’, /tı`ik/ vs. /djo´umlautsubscriptoor/ ‘woman, wife.SG/UNC’, /we´e√/ vs. /¿o`umlautsubscriptok/ ‘cow.SG/PL’, /ra`aan/ vs.
/k:´:c/ ‘person.SG/PL’, and /mo`oc/ vs. /ro`umlautsubscriptoor/ ‘man.SG/PL’. For the two plural forms of ‘woman, wife’ see n. 3.
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Our dataset includes sixty-one such nouns. Within this set, there are thirty-three
combinations of phonological parameter differences. All but one of these thirty-three
combinations also occurred in the set of native monosyllabic nouns. The ten most
frequent combinations of parameters are listed in Table 3.
PATTERN % N
1. Length (1), Tone (L  H) 9.8 6
2. Length (1), Tone (L  LH) 8.2 5
3. Length (1), Tone (H  LH) 8.2 5
4. Length (1), Tone (L  HL) 6.6 4
5. Length (1), Tone (LH  HL) 6.6 4
6. Length (2), Tone (L  H) 4.9 3
7. Height, Length (1), Tone (L  H) 4.9 3
8. Length (1) 3.3 2
9. Length (1), Tone (H  HL) 3.3 2
10. Length (2), Tone (L  HL) 3.3 2
TABLE 3. The most common patterns of number marking for native polysyllabic
nouns in Luanyjang Dinka, with percentage and number of cases.
These ten patterns cover 59% of the native polysyllabic nouns. Impressionistically
comparing this top-ten with the one for monosyllabic nouns, we find that combinations
of vowel length and tone are more prevalent among the set of polysyllabic nouns,
suggesting that vowel height plays less of a role here than in the monosyllabic set.
Indeed, a count reveals that differences of vowel height are involved in number marking
in only 39% of the polysyllabic nouns, as compared to 49% for the monosyllables. In
other respects the monosyllabic and polysyllabic nouns seem to behave similarly.
2.4. SUBREGULARITIES IN NATIVE MONOMORPHEMIC NOUN NUMBER MARKING. The fact
that vowel height differences are used in number marking to a greater extent in monosyl-
lables than in polysyllables could be seen as a subregularity in the number-marking
system, of the sort investigated for Italian verb conjugations by Albright (2002). That
is, knowing that vowel height differences are less common in native polysyllabic nouns
could provide at least probabilistic support for the learner of Dinka in reliably storing
singular-plural pairs. In this section we summarize our observations on such subregulari-
ties and ‘islands of reliability’ seen in the parts of our sample discussed so far. There
clearly are some such generalizations, especially with regard to tone, though none of
them go beyond probabilistic statements, and many are restricted to very specific subsets
of the corpus. Except where explicitly noted, however, all of these generalizations
appear to apply similarly in both monosyllables and polysyllables.
(i) With regard to length, roughly 60% of nouns differing by one degree of length
(249 cases) involve a medium (/VV/) and a long (/VVV/) vowel, while only 40%
involve a short (/V/) and a medium (/VV/) vowel. The overwhelming majority ( 80%)
of nouns that do NOT differ in length (ninety-nine cases) are medium (/VV/) in both
singular and plural, and are almost never short (/V/) (only three cases). Where differ-
ences of length are involved in number marking, they are about equally likely to involve
lengthening from singular to plural as from plural to singular (recall the comments on
number marking in §1.2).
(ii) With regard to height, nouns are less likely to have number marked by a differ-
ence of height if it is also marked by a difference of length. Some 65% of singular-
plural pairs that do not differ in length differ in height, whereas only 40% of pairs that
differ in length also differ in height. Where there are differences of height, they are
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about equally likely to involve lowering from singular to plural as from plural to singular
(again, recall the comments on number marking in §1.2).
(iii) In nouns where number is marked by differences of both length and height (106
cases), the lower height tends to cooccur with the greater degree of length, regardless
of whether this combination marks singular or plural. Approximately two-thirds of the
cases show this association between longer and lower. Once again, instances of this
association are roughly equally divided between using it to mark singular and using it
to mark plural.
(iv) With regard to tone, there are a number of very clear subregularities. The most
noteworthy is that in more than 80% of the words in our sample, at least one of the
two forms has L tone.
(v) As can be inferred from Tables 2 and 3, by far the most common combination
of tones in number marking is L in one form and H in the other (142 cases, or nearly
40% of our sample). These are about equally divided between nouns in which it is the
singular that has L and nouns in which the plural has L; once again, see §1.2.
(vi) When the combination of L and H tones occurs with nouns in which number
is also marked by a difference of length (ninety-five cases), the H tone almost never
occurs on the form with the greater degree of length. That is, in these nouns, L tone
and greater length are closely associated.
(vii) In the same way, in cases where one of the forms has a falling (HL) tone and
there is also a difference of length (twenty-four cases), the HL tone almost always
occurs in the form with the greater degree of length.
(viii) Finally, where there are differences in the coda consonant involving an alterna-
tion between /t/ and some other consonant (which in our corpus occurs only with
monosyllables), the /t/ is almost invariably used in the plural form (ten cases out of
eleven).
This list is not intended as exhaustive, but it is suggestive of the kinds of correlations
and associations that can be readily observed and that might help the learner. At the
same time, the extent of the irregularity is still noteworthy, and there is no evidence
of a default strategy that might be regarded as rule-governed. Rather, the generalizations
that we find resemble the kinds of probabilistic subregularities within the group of
IRREGULARS that have been discussed for English and German past-tense formation by,
for example, Pinker (1999) and Laaha and colleagues (2006). Moreover, most of them
are generalizations about number marking rather than specifically about plural marking;
with the exception of generalization (viii), they are better seen as generalizations about
the relation between the marked and unmarked forms rather than between the plural
and the singular. The learner must also master the semantic basis of the tripartite number-
marking system (§1.2) in order to use these generalizations in acquiring the Dinka
lexicon.
2.5. DERIVED NOUNS AND LOANWORDS. We collected data on number marking for
ten recent loanwords and seventeen derived nominals of various types. The derived
forms are of several types: four cattle nouns, six deverbal or deadjectival nominaliz-
ations, five derived forms that might be called agent nouns, and two possibly imitative
or onomatopoetic nominalizations with reduplicated stems. The loanwords are recent
borrowings, mostly from Arabic and English. We are well aware that this is an extremely
limited sample of morphologically complex and nonnative nouns, but it is adequate
for our primary purpose, which is to explore the constraints on irregularity rather than
to give an exhaustive account of number marking in Dinka.
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Cattle nouns are derived from attribute terms that denote the colors or patterns of
hides; for bulls, the nominalization involves the prefix /ma-/mi-/ (SG/PL). (It may be
relevant to point out that traditional Dinka economy, society, and folklore are all heavily
based on the keeping of cattle.) The four examples in our corpus are presented in 7.
(7) SINGULAR PLURAL
a. ma-kwaˇc mi-kweˇumlautsubscriptc ‘spotted bull’
b. ma-j:ˇumlautsubscript:k mi-j:`umlautsubscript:k ‘black bull with white chest’
c. ma-k:`umlautsubscript:l mi-k:ˆumlautsubscript::l ‘red-brown and white patterned bull’
d. ma-ca`umlautsubscriptaar mi-c:ˆumlautsubscript::r ‘black bull’
As seen from these examples, the marking of number in cattle nouns involves the same
mechanisms familiar from the basic nouns, such as differences of tone, length, and
vowel height. There are too few cases to determine whether there might be subregulari-
ties within the set.
The second group of nominalizations are formed from adjective/verb stems by the
addition of the prefix /keumlautsubscript-/ka-/ (SG/PL), yielding an often abstract noun. The six exam-
ples in our corpus are shown in 8.
(8) SINGULAR PLURAL
a. keumlautsubscript-pja`t ka-pja`t ‘something good’ ( pja`t ‘good’)
b. keumlautsubscript-co`ol ka-co`l ‘something black’
c. keumlautsubscript-reˇem ka-reˇem ‘pain’
d. keumlautsubscript-weˇumlautsubscriptn kaumlautsubscript-weˇumlautsubscriptn ‘something old’
e. keumlautsubscript-wıˇumlautsubscriptiir kaumlautsubscript-wıˇumlautsubscriptiir ‘water spirit’
f. keumlautsubscript-ra`ac ka-ra`c ‘snake’ ( ra`c ‘bad’)
The plural formations here are largely regular, though complex, and quite specific to
this set of nouns. The prefix has a singular form /keumlautsubscript-/ and a plural form that varies
between /kaumlautsubscript-/ and /ka-/ according to whether the following stem has breathy voice
quality or not. The stems themselves show two different patterns of behavior: some
are invariable, while others vary in vowel length, normally longer in the singular and
shorter in the plural. This pattern of length variation is seen in many free adjective
forms when they are in construction with a noun (e.g. /tı`im co`ol/ ‘black tree’ vs. /tıˆiim
co`l/ ‘black trees’).
The third group of nominalizations consists of agent nouns formed from verbs or other
noun stems by the addition of the prefix /mi-/. Our five examples are shown in 9.
(9) SINGULAR PLURAL
a. mi-koˇok mi-ko`ook ‘greedy person’
b. mi-«a`al mi-«a`aal ‘father of girls’
c. mi-k:`::r mi-k:ˇ::r ‘adulterer’
d. mi-kwıˇii√ mi-kwı`ii√ ‘miser’
e. mi-wa`umlautsubscriptt mi-wa`umlautsubscriptaat ‘father of boys’
It can be seen that these all follow generalizations (iv) and (vi) in §2.4, namely that at
least one of the two forms in each pair involves L tone and that the L tone goes with
the form that has the longer vowel if a difference in vowel length is involved. More
specifically, in fact, in four of the five cases we have a plural form with a long (/VVV/)
vowel and a L tone. Whether by coincidence or not, this combination reappears in most
other reduplicated forms and in nine of the ten loanwords. The reduplicated forms in
10 and the loanwords exemplified in 11 show that most of the polysyllabic words in
these groups have the plural form with a long (/VVV/) vowel and L tone.
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(10) SINGULAR PLURAL GLOSS
a. ma-circı`r ma-circı`iir ‘bicycle’
b. ma-tuumlautsubscriptktu`umlautsubscriptuk ma-tuumlautsubscriptktu`umlautsubscriptuuk ‘car’
(11) SINGULAR PLURAL GLOSS
a. tuumlautsubscriptkuˆumlautsubscriptul tuumlautsubscriptku`umlautsubscriptuul ‘school’ ( Eng.)
b. gala`m gala`aam ‘pen’ ( Ar. galam-aglaam)
c. garneˆet garne`eet ‘grenade’ ( Eng.)
d. kumbaˆaj kumba`aaj ‘cup’ ( Ar. kubbaaya)
e. taˆumlautsubscriptaan tεˇumlautsubscriptεn ‘plate’ ( Ar. s
.
aHan-s
.
oHoon)
The only exception to this pattern among the loanwords is the monosyllabic 11e, which
has a relatively rare combination of the parameter differences that are typical of the
native monosyllables. The other words in 10 and 11 are polysyllabic, and deviate
phonologically from the segmental template for native polysyllables. It may be that,
as a group, these words, together with the agent nouns, have developed or are developing
their own subregularity (long (/VVV/) vowel plus L tone in the plural) for number
marking. This subregularity would have a status in Dinka comparable to the use of
the /-s/ plural suffix in German, which has been discussed by various authors. But even
here, two out of our eighteen cases constitute exceptions to this pattern, and we note
that loanwords are traditionally rather rare in Dinka and may still be disfavored.
3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION. Our dataset of 400 Dinka nouns yields eighty-two
combinations of phonological differences that can be used to mark the distinction be-
tween singular and plural. Some patterns appear with greater frequency than others:
that is, patterns involving some combination of differences in tone, vowel length, and
vowel height are more common than other combinations. However, though there are
clearly some tendencies and probabilistic generalizations about how the phonological
differences can be combined, it does not appear possible to identify any phonological
or semantic motivation for the choice of number-marking pattern for a given noun.
Only in some of the derived nominals and loanwords do we see something like a pattern
that we might consider to be regular: in the deverbal/deadjectival nouns we see a
complex but consistent pattern involving separate singular and plural prefixes, while
in agent nouns, reduplicated forms, and loanwords we find that most plural forms have
a long (/VVV/) vowel and L tone.
Similar degrees of irregularity have been reported for other Western Nilotic languages
(e.g. Welmers 1973, Frank 1999, Gilley 2000, Storch 2005). The best-studied case in
this context is Nuer, which together with Atuot is the language most closely related to
Dinka. Here, as in Dinka, stem-internal changes predominate in the marking of number,
but, unlike Dinka, Nuer also has a suffixal marking, which shows up in about 20% of
nouns (Frank 1999:9–10). Studies on Nuer noun morphology similar to our own have
been reported in Welmers 1973 and Frank 1999. Both report finding several dozen
patterns of inflectional marking, primarily on the basis of stem-internal changes. Frank
writes: ‘This invokes the possibility that there are two forms (or principal parts) stored
for all nouns, a singular and a plural stem from which all forms are derived’ (1999:
27). Consistent with this idea, we note that native speakers are often reluctant to specu-
late about the plural of unattested nouns (i.e. to participate in ‘wug’ tests; see Gleason
1958). They also appear quite willing to acknowledge when they are uncertain about
the plural of specific nouns with which they are relatively unfamiliar (e.g. for male
speakers, specialized cooking implements).
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The psycholinguistic implications of Dinka number marking would certainly be worth
exploring. Nothing is known, for example, about the way noun number morphology
is acquired by children. Nor is it known whether the results of experimental investiga-
tions such as those carried out on speakers of European languages by Bybee and New-
man or by Albright would be at all comparable for Dinka speakers. Needless to say,
the practical difficulties in pursuing this research would be considerable. Slightly more
feasible would be attempts to model the acquisition of Dinka number marking by a
connectionist network or other learning algorithm; this would be limited, however, by
the availability of large amounts of reliable data (cf. our comments on the difficulties
of assembling a corpus as relatively small as 400 singular-plural pairs). In any case
there is a rich potential for future research.
Finally, it is worth noting that, both in Dinka and in other Nilo-Saharan languages,
irregularity is endemic in the noun morphology, but not in the verb morphology (cf.
Andersen 1993, Frank 1999). While the verb morphology typically deploys the same
structural and phonological resources (viz. in the case of Dinka, segmental and espe-
cially suprasegmental stem changes), it is essentially regular once a limited set of
conjugation classes is identified. Systematic investigation across languages is needed
to determine whether or not this is more than an accident due to internal development
within the Nilo-Saharan language family. The data reported here, like reports on other
Nilo-Saharan languages, clearly suggest that ‘extremes in irregularity . . . are not the
cognitive burden that we may have wanted to postulate for theoretical linguistic reasons’
(Frank 1999:68). At the same time, though, the burden of storing a pair of forms for
every noun is relatively light compared to what would be involved in learning idiosyn-
cratic forms for every form of every verb in a paradigm like the one in Table 1. That is,
it seems reasonable to speculate that, crosslinguistically, there may be more functional
pressure toward regularity in verbs—which typically have many forms in a highly
inflected language—than in nouns—which may be inflected only for a few categories
such as number, as in Dinka. This might be taken as evidence in favor of some sort
of dual-route view, or at the very least for Pinker’s contention (1999:18) that rule-
based processing is a cognitive necessity in complex inflectional systems. In effect,
Dinka noun number inflection certainly proves that the limits of morphological irregu-
larity lie considerably beyond what we find in German or Hebrew, but it does not
necessarily show that regularity can be dispensed with altogether.
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